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Mainstream opens the gates of donations
to Flood Ravaged Communities

I

t was with pomp and pageantry that
Relief Materials were donated by
Mainstream Energy Solutions
Limited to various communities across
Niger State. .
The year 2018 saw several communities
ravaged by ood waters, displacing
hundreds of families and affecting their
livelihoods. This catastrophe cut across
the country from states in the northern
part of Nigeria right to the South.
Mainstream rst extended its ood
relief initiative to Koton-Karfe in Kogi
State where one of its Directors Senator
Tunde Ogbeha reached out to several
ood ravaged communities there. This
was followed by another visit to Ndoni
community in Rives State where many
communities were also ravaged by ood
waters. The last visit and donation was

done in Niger and Kebbi State where
traditional rulers were on hand to
receive the donations for their subjects
and also express deep appreciation for
this unprecedented gesture. The emir of
Yauri himself, Dr. Muhammad Zayyanu
Abdullahi said “it has always been the
case with Mainstream, doing more than
we expected. We cannot say enough
neither can we say thank you enough to
you”.
At the Borgu Kingdom in Niger State,
the Chairman of Mainstream Energy
Solutions Limited, Col Sani Bello (Rtd)
was on hand to present the donations to
the emir who assembled his subjects in a
very colourful event.
Items that were distributed include
building materials, food items and cash

gifts as well. This was following the
donation of a lump sum of 100 million
naira to the Niger State government to
assist in the disaster response to various
communities that were ravaged by ood
waters.
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Community Health Clinic Donated to Faila in Kebbi State

M

ainstream Foundation has
constructed and donated a
Clinic to Faila Community in
Yauri-Kebbi as part of its Corporate
Social Responsibility. The clinic is fully
equipped comprising wards for both
males and females, a mini laboratory
and a pharmacy which are the basic
requirements for a primary health care
center. The clinic was commissioned
on the 21st of January 2019 and had
members of the Community
Consultative Forum (CCF), the
Chairman of Mainstream Foundation,
Mallam Umar Bako as well as Siraj
Abdullahi, the Executive Secretary of
the Foundation, were all in attendance
for the commissioning.
The people of Faila community and
neighboring communities came out in
their numbers to welcome the
commissioning team which comprised
ofcials from the Niger State ministry
of Health, staff of mainstream and
other government ofcials. It is clear

with the construction and donation of
this clinic that Faila community will not
remain the same again as it would

benet not only them but other
neighboring communities.

Answer the questions correctly and win a Customized
Gift Bag from Corporate Services.
·List the names of the Seven members on the Mainstream foundation Board of trustees
·Write the date and the rst tweet of the year (2019) on the MESL ofcial twitter page

